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Tika : content analysis toolkit for extracting metadata and text from digital documents of various types, e. For
such data to be consumed, it must be inspected for correctness and sanitized of malicious data. Engelschall,
Roy T. JS for more flexibility of in-server scripting. Apache is aiming to release Cordova 3. While traditional
inspection methods are often proprietary, incomplete, and poorly maintained, Apache Daffodil streamlines the
process with an open source implementation of the Data Format Description Language specification DFDL
that fully describes a wide array of complex and legacy file formats down to the bit level. As the demand for
quality open source software continues to grow, the collective Apache community will continue to rise to the
challenge of solving current problems and ideate tomorrow's opportunities through the Apache Way of open
development. Improvements planned include integration with BigCouch, a fault-tolerant, clustered version of
CouchDB, Lehnardt says. Slated for July, Cassandra 2. Tomcat is effectively a Java application server, and it
has spawned such commercial products as Tcat Server from Mulesoft and VMware vFabric tc Server.
Successes range from Geronimo to Tomcat to Hadoop, the distributed computing system that now serves as a
linchpin of the big data realm. Apache PLC4X provides a universal protocol adapter for creating Industrial IoT
applications through a set of libraries that allow unified access to any type of industrial programmable logic
controllers PLCs using a variety of protocols with a shared API. Hadoop arose from the Nutch Web software
project in , Cutting said. Its Couch Replication Protocol allows you to store, retrieve, and replicate data safely
on-premises or in the cloud with very high performance and reliability. All code donations from external
organizations and existing projects go through the incubation process to ensure they comply with the ASF's
legal standards and develop diverse communities that adhere to the ASF's guiding principles. IDG Cassandra
The Cassandra database serves as a "scalable system of record" in the big data world, says Jonathan Ellis, vice
president of the Cassandra project. Struts 2 "is a lightweight, elegant, and highly decoupled action-based Web
framework being built on the basic principles introduced by Struts 1, but without sharing a single line of code
with its predecessor. More about me About the author Jim Jagielski - Jim is a well known and acknowledged
expert and visionary in Open Source, an accomplished coder, and frequent engaging presenter on all things
Open, Web and Cloud related. The board is elected annually by the ASF membership. Apache OFBiz is a
comprehensive suite of business applications to help manage everything from accounting and CRM through
warehousing and inventory control. Popular features include near-real-time indexing, automated failover and
recovery, rich document parsing and indexing, user-extensible caching, design for high-volume traffic, and
much more. The 3. Looking to the future The Apache Software Foundation is a leader in community-driven
open source software and continues to innovate with dozens of new projects and their communities. Storm :
Apache Storm is a distributed real-time computation system. The upcoming version 4. Improvements to
Maven are planned to boost plug-in and logging capabilities. The demand for reliable, efficient real-time data
has driven the need for the "empowered edge," where data collection and analysis are optimized by moving
away from centralized sources towards the edges of the networks where much of the data originates. Apache
software is an integral part of nearly every end-user computing device, from laptops to tablets to phones.
Having a 'free,' open source, and fully compliant reference implementation allowed the Web to become as
universal and pervasive as it has. WebSocket communications support, meanwhile, should help make
applications more scalable by handling more messages. CouchDB's core feature is its replication mechanism,
says Jan Lehnardt, a longtime contributor to the project. The current board of directors is: Danny Angus. The
Apache SIS toolkit handles spatial data, location awareness, and geospatial data representation and provides a
unified metadata model for file formats used for real-time smart city visualization, geospatial dataset
discovery, state-of-the-art location-enabled emergency management, earth observation, and information
modeling for extraterrestrial bodies such as Mars and asteroids. On March 25, , the Apache Software
Foundation was formed. They came to be known as the Apache Group. Apache projects are managing
exabytes of data, executing teraflops of operations, and storing billions of objects in virtually every industry.
Tapestry : Component-based Java web framework Apache Tcl Committee Tcl integration for Apache httpd
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Rivet : Server-side Tcl programming system combining ease of use and power Websh : Websh is a rapid
development environment for building powerful, fast, and reliable web applications in Tcl Tez : Apache Tez is
an effort to develop a generic application framework which can be used to process arbitrarily complex
directed-acyclic graphs DAGs of data-processing tasks and also a re-usable set of data-processing primitives
which can be used by other projects.


